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QUESTION 1

According the following requirements to create user, user group and the group members: 

-

A group named admin. 

-

A user named mary, and belong to admin as the secondary group. 

-

A user named alice, and belong to admin as the secondary group. 

-

A user named bobby, bobby\\'s login shell should be non-interactive. Bobby not belong to admin as the secondary
group. Mary, Alice, bobby users must be set "password" as the user\\'s password. 

Correct Answer: Check the anser in explanation. 

groupadd admin useradd -G admin mary useradd -G admin alice useradd -s /sbin/nologin bobby echo "password" |
passwd --stdin mary echo "password" | passwd --stdin alice echo "password" | passwd --stdin bobby 

 

QUESTION 2

Configure your system so that it is an NTP client of server.domain11.example.com 

Correct Answer: Check the anser in explanation. 

#system-config-date Note: dialog box will open in that Check mark Synchronize date and time over network. Remove all
the NTP SERVER and click ADD and type server.domain11.example.com ****************And then press ENTER and
the press OK*************** 

 

QUESTION 3

SELinux must run in force mode. 

Correct Answer: Check the anser in explanation. 

/etc/sysconfig/selinux SELINUX=enforcing 

 

QUESTION 4

Some users home directory is shared from your system. Using showmount -e localhost command, the shared directory
is not shown. Make access the shared users home directory. 
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Correct Answer: Check the anser in explanation. 

Verify the File whether Shared or not ? : cat /etc/exports 

Start the nfs service: service nfs start 

Start the portmap service: service portmap start 

Make automatically start the nfs service on next reboot: chkconfig nfs on 

Make automatically start the portmap service on next reboot: chkconfig portmap on 

Verify either sharing or not: showmount -e localhost 

Check that default firewall is running on system? 

If running flush the iptables using iptables -F and stop the iptables service. 

 

QUESTION 5

Update the kernel from ftp://instructor.example.com/pub/updates. According the following requirements: 

The updated kernel must exist as default kernel after rebooting the system. 

The original kernel still exists and is available in the system. 

Correct Answer: Check the anser in explanation. 

rpm -ivh kernel-firm… rpm -ivh kernel... 
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